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History  
 
In 1987, a new concept was born from the idea of adding the 
underseat storage in Japan. 
Although a rare convenience feature 28 years ago, SUZUKI has 
been developed this personal rider utility phenomenon with the 
Address — combining “add” and “dress” to imply wardrobe or gear. 
With some 640,000 units sold to date, the Address has transcended 
mere popular culture to become the stuff of urban legend. 
Today, nearly three decades later, the Address has undergone 
numerous transformations. Such as the SUZUKI new technology 
engine powering unprecedented performance and efficiency for its 
size, precision fuel-injection technologies, and a host of other 
epoch-making innovations that create new history.. 
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The product concept of Address is ; 

“GET AROUND ALL-ROUNDER”. 
A lifestyle statement that says as much about your personality as where you 

want to go, this head-turning, street-smart all-rounder is more than a stylish 

commuter. Sporting breathtaking acceleration and optimized fuel economy, 

and an accommodating 20.6 liter luggage compartment that provides more 

than ample room for your helmet and riding gear. Plus, the sleek city 

dimensions makes every ride — whether it’s to the school or office, shopping 

runs — a sheer excitement. 

 

Major features of the Address are; 

 

・ Utility features: 
Large 20.6L utility box 

Both right and left side inner pocket can store plastic water bottle 

Covered key with seat opener function 

Cutaway floor board 

Side stand interlock system 

Rear carrier 

Convenient hook 

Double helmet hooks 

Rear brake lock system 

 

・ Performance features: 

 Great fuel economy 1.96L/100km in WMTC mode 

 265km long range with full-fill fuel tank 

 Good acceleration and top speed 

 Good combustion with controlled combustion speed 

 Low friction engine 
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20.6L large underseat storage   

� The 20.6L underseat storage accommodates a full-face helmet, as well as 

ample space to store riding gloves, raingear, and other small items in a 

recessed rear area of the compartment. 

 
 

 

 

* Helmets and luggage items are shown for illustrative purpose only. 

*Helmets of certain shapes may not fit in the underseat storage compartment. 

*Do not use the storage compartments for items that are fragile, valuable, dangerous, or susceptible to 

heat. 

Large front inner pockets 

� Spacious inner pockets featured on both right and left sides offer even more 

convenient storage and quick access. 

� Right side inner pocket of SUZUKI Address is smartly integrated with the 

key cylinder in order to hold a large 500 ml plastic water bottle. (Total 

maximum weight 1.5 kg) 
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Covered key with seat opener function 

� The ignition key cylinder is veiled by a 
shuttered cover, which is opened and 
closed using a magnet embedded on the 
tip of the key. 

� You can open the seat easily by just turning 
the ignition key to left. 

 

Cutaway floor board 

� For comfortable positioning, the floorboard is recessed where your feet 

contacts the board. 

Side stand interlock system 

� Side stand switch prevents engine ignition, while the side stand is down. 

Rear Carrier 

� The standard rear carrier can be fitted with a genuine accessory top case 

basement. (Maximum weight 6 kg) 

Convenient hook 

� A sturdy convenience hook lets you hook and carry your many types of bag. 

(Maximum weight 1.5 kg) 

Double helmet hooks 

� Reinforced hooks on both right and left sides allow for helmet stowage and 

convenience when parked.  

Rear brake lock system 

� The rear brake can be locked in the engaged position. Useful for stabilizing 

the vehicle for parking using the side stand.  
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Rear carrier with top case basement of Suzuki genuine accessory 

  

Cutaway floor board Convenient hook 

  

Double helmet hooks Rear brake lock system 
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Great fuel economy 1.96L/100km in WMTC mode 

� 113 cm3 displacement engine sets standards in great 1.96L/100km fuel 

efficient in WMTC mode. 

� Fuel tank capacity is 5.2L. 

� Combined with tis great fuel efficient, riding range is amazing 265km. 

*Measured by SUZUKI in WMTC mode. 

*Actual fuel economy may vary by condition. 

Good acceleration 

� Powerful acceleration, especially at low and medium speeds. 

Engine output 6.7kW/8,000rpm 

Engine torque 8.6Nm/6,500rpm 

 

Good combustion with controlled combustion speed 
 

� The key for the good combustion is precise control the combustion speed. 
SUZUKI engineers improved the combustion efficiency by focusing on the 
tumble motion in the combustion chamber.  

� Tumble motion is the vertical flow generated when the air-fuel mixture 
enters the combustion chamber from the intake port. 

� Suzuki optimizes the shape of intake port and narrow valve angles, the 
surface of exhaust valve head. 
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Low friction engine 
 
� The roller bearing on the rocker arm smoothly opens and closes the valves, 

contributing to further friction reduction between them and the camshaft. 
� The piston height and pin diameters, skirt area are downsized, which 

results in lower overall weight of the piston. 
� By significantly decreasing the frictional resistance of the camshaft and 

rocker arm, engine oil requirement is reduced. This, in turn, makes it 
possible to minimize the oil pump capacity and decrease the size and 
weight of the pump itself. 
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Styling design concept is; 

“Sharp and youthful” 
 

Sharper and pronounced edges of the Address make you stand out 

everywhere you go. This youthful fresh design sets a new universal standard 

for on-the-go ride-ability. 

And attention to every detail — from the refined overall dimensions and rear 

fender shape, exhaust muffler shape — earns glances on every road you take. 

 

*Styling design sketches 
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Instrument panel  

Designed for easy visibility, the large speedometer is located in the center 

panel. To further ensure at-a-glance viewing of current speed and malfunction 

indicator, fuel gauge, high beam indicator, each gauge is separated by raised 

dividers. 

 

 

*European spec shown. 

*All lights and indications are illuminated in the photo for illustrative purposes. 
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   Metallic Ice Silver (YNJ) 

 

   Titan Black (YVU) 

 

   Brilliant White (YUH)  
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Genuine Accessories 

           Rear top case 
 

 
Windscreen / Knuckle cover 

 
 
 

       
   Inner cover 

 
 
 

    
Body striping 

 
 
 
 
 

 

      
Wheel pinstiripe – type A       

 

 Wheel pinstiripe – type B 
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Summary of Advantages 

� Great fuel economy 1.96L/100km in WMTC mode. 

� Good acceleration 

� 20.6L large underseat storage. 

� Large front inner pockets. 

� Covered key with seat opener function. 

� Cutaway floor board. 

� Rear Carrier. 

 

 Specifications 

Overall length 1,845 mm (72.6 in) 

Overall width 665 mm (26.2 in) 

Overall height 1,095 mm (43.1 in) 

Wheelbase 1,260 mm (49.6 in) 

Ground clearance 120 mm (4.7 in) 

Seat height 755 mm (29.7 in) 

Curb mass 97 kg (214 lbs) 

Engine type 4-stroke, 1cylinder, air-cooled, SOHC 

Bore x Stroke 51.0 mm x 55.2 mm (2.008 in x 2.173 in) 

Displacement 113 ㎤㎤㎤㎤ (6.9 cu.in) 

Compression ratio 9.4 : 1 

Fuel system Fuel injection 

Starter system Electronic and primary kick 

Lubrication system Wet sump 

Transmission CVT 

Suspension 
Front Telescopic, coil spring, oil damped 

Rear Swingarm type, coil spring, oil damped 

Rake / Trail 25°45 / 97 mm (3.82 in) 

Brakes 
Front Disc brake 

Rear Drum brake 

Tires 
Front 80/90 – 14 M/C 40P 

Rear 90/90 – 14 M/C 46P 

Ignition system Electronic ignition (Transistorized) 

Fuel tank capacity 5.2 L (1.4 US gal.) 

Oil capacity (Overhaul) 0.8 L (0.2 US gal.) 
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